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BIKINI FINAL REPORT

Enclosed are final reports of the Environmental Sampling Program
conducted during the B{kinf clean-up effort. These reports present
the results of the external radtatton surveys and the concentratfons
of radfonuclides in marine and plant food on the atoll as well as
concentrations of radionuclides {n sofls and ground water samples.

The data obtained durfng 1969, although more extens{ve in some areas,
are essentially fn agreement with those obtafned in 1967. In addf-
tion the radfation levels are not expected to change apprecfably ex-
cept by radfoactive decay. Dose estimates which were made utilizing
the earlier data for both external and internal exposure will not be
significantly altered as a result of the recent surveys. The recom-
mendations of the Ad Hoc Committee would thus remain valfd with minor
alteration and amplification. Spectfically, the following suggestfons
are made:

1. Only the following s{x islands have backcround exposure rates
higher than those found on Bikint:

Uncte (Entdrik) Y AVAILABLEnc nidr
Victor (Lukej) BEST COP
WiTlfam (Jelete)
Charite (Nam
Fox (Lomtlik

It 1s reconmended that these islands of the atol] not be con-
sidered radiologically safe for rehabflitation.

2. Coconut crabs, except those from Eneu, should not be eaten,

3. The recommendations of the 1962 Ad Hoc Committee should be
followed with respect to the planting of pandanus to attempt
to reduce the 20Sr concentration. - .
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4. Since the 20Sr concentration {n pandanus represents the largest
single cantributor to the internal dose, the effectiveness of
the protective measures referenced in No 3, above, should be
evaluated by appreprfate resampling.

Since certain foods aot presently growing on the atoll (e.g.
squash) may be planted following the return of the Bikinfans,
1t 1s suggested that a test plot of such garden variety foods
be established on Efkini Island during the agricultural develop-
ment phase. The mature crops and softs fn which they are grow-
ina should be sampled periodically.

It fs suggested that a small number (approximately 100) of
coconut trees and a few pandanws be planted {fn the near future
on Nam, Enidrik or other {stands which may be used as plantations.
This will provide samples useful {n evaluating the feasfbility
of the unrestricted use cf the atoll.

One of the major uncerta{nties in the estimation of the potential
internal dose is that assoctated with the actual composition of
the dfet. To help ta remedy this deficiency it fis suggested that:

&. A record be maintained of the kinds and amounts of food
imported.

b. The Trust Territory representatives attempt to arrive at
better estimates of the datly diet than are currently avafl-
able.

The recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee for the detereination
of body burdens and the assurance of a balanced and adequately
nutritious dist should be followed. A celcfum supplement would
be particularly {aportant.

A minimum monitoring program to verify predictions of exposure
rate reduction, to assess new items of foods and to evaluate the
impact of clearing and covering the village area on the exposure
rate should be established. This program would fnclude, but need
not be limited to:

a. Monitoring of external exposure rates on Sikinf, Eneman and
Aan.
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b. Sampling of land grown foods, reef fish and clams at Bikini.

c. Sampling of reef fish at Nam.

d. Sampling of any new wells.

Although the frequency cf surveys may be modified hy the results
obtained by each survey, present information would suggest that
every one to two years would be sufficient.

10. Long tere studies of the transport of radionucltdes at Bikind Atoll
should be undertaken. These studfes should be desfgned to also
satisfy the monfioring and prediction requfrement.
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